
From: Hennessey, Carol -FS
To: Anderson, Zoanne - FS
Subject: FW: [External Email]2022 IDF&G Sheep Collaring Project #61527 on the Salmon River
Date: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 11:13:27 AM

Another one, should I just file these, should you see these?
 

From: kgordon@mosquitonet.com <kgordon@mosquitonet.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 10:58 AM
To: Hennessey, Carol -FS <carol.hennessey@usda.gov>
Cc: blondon777@gmail.com; ramslamvideo@gmail.com; 'Tim Schommer'
<tjschommer55@gmail.com>
Subject: [External Email]2022 IDF&G Sheep Collaring Project #61527 on the Salmon River
 

[External Email] 
If this message comes from an unexpected sender or references a vague/unexpected topic; 
Use caution before clicking links or opening attachments.
Please send any concerns or suspicious messages to: Spam.Abuse@usda.gov

Dear Ms. Hennessey…
 
I’m writing in support of the Idaho Fish and Game collaring project on the Salmon River, and its use
of helicopter support to capture and test bighorns to assess the health of these sheep relative to
their potential infection by Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae (Movi).    Collaring will give scientists more
information about bighorn movement as well.  Rational management for the long term requires
biologists to identify if infection exists so strategic plans can be implemented to limit the risk to
other healthy sheep.  Bighorn rams tend to go on walkabout thus taking their disease with them to
infect other healthy bighorns, potentially exponentially.  This the Department hopes to preclude. 
 
Great success in clearing Movi in Hell’s Canyon shows the need for active disease assessment and
management of it if found.  Scientific work on these iconic species to ascertain their health and then
manage the disease issue cannot be executed without the aid of helicopters.  In respect for the
wilderness designation, the Department will employ careful and judicial helicopter use both in terms
of spatial and temporal access.  Failure to apply professional scientific management actions on these
bighorns, especially if they are diseased, could cause other healthy sheep to be affected and spread
the disease even further.
 
Please allow the judicious use of helicopters for the purpose of ensuring healthy sheep in the Salmon
River drainage.  Thank you very much for your consideration to the Idaho Fish and Game
Department’s request.
 
Karen Gordon
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